Developments in automated code generation have allowed extremely compact representations of 4 numerical models, and also for associated adjoint models to be derived automatically via high level algorithmic 5 differentiation. In this article these principles are extended to enable the calculation of higher order derivative 6 information. The higher order derivative information is computed through the automated derivation of tangent-7 linear equations, which are then treated as new forward equations, and from which higher order tangent-linear and 8 adjoint information can be derived. The principal emphasis is on the calculation of partial differential equation 9 constrained Hessian actions, but the approach generalises for derivative information at arbitrary order. The 10 derivative calculations are further combined with an advanced data checkpointing strategy. Applications which 11 make use of partial differential equation constrained Hessian actions are presented. 12
1. the automatic processing of symbolic representations of discretisised partial differential tlm adjoint further 132 • manages the automated derivation of tangent-linear equations to arbitrary order, 133 • manages higher order derivative calculations, through the solution of arbitrary order 134 adjoint equations, 135 • manages storage and checkpointing associated with solving these arbitrary order adjoint 136 equations, 137 • implements the method of [8] and its tangent-linear analogue [21] for the solution of 138 tangent-linear and adjoint equations, of arbitrary order, associated with fixed-point it-139 eration, 140 • provides a simple "escape hatch" interface, enabling custom equations to be specified, 141 • implements several automated assembly and solver caching optimisations, similar to 142 those described in [42] . 143 The article proceeds as follows. In section 2 the calculation of higher order partial differential 144 equation constrained derivative information is outlined. The automated derivation of higher 145 order tangent-linear equations and associated adjoint information using the tlm adjoint library 146 is detailed in section 3. Two examples which make use of forward model constrained Hessian 147 information are provided in section 4. Limitations of the approach are discussed in section 5. 148 The paper concludes in section 6. 149 2. Formulation. This section outlines the calculation of higher order forward model con-150 strained derivative information. The formulation is limited to the consideration of forward mod-151 els with specific causal structure, such as is encountered in a timestepping solver for discretised 152 time-dependent partial differential equations. 153 In the following vectors v ∈ R d for some positive integer d are considered to be column where F i (v) is the ith element of F (v). Sufficient regularity is assumed throughout. where existence of such anx is assumed, and where M is some appropriate subset of R Nm . 166 Let the forward variable x be divided into a set of (N + 2) blocks x n ∈ R Nx,n for n ∈ 167 {0, . . . , N + 1}, e.g. for N ≥ 1
the residual function F can be divided into a series of (N + 2) blocks F n which have the form (for N ≥ 1) 172 (2.5)
. . .
That is F n depends explicitly only on m, x n , and (for n ≥ 1) x n−1 . Each F n has codomain 174 R Nx,n . For example in a timestepping model F 0 may define the forward model initialisation, 175 F n for n ∈ {1, . . . , N } may define N timesteps, and F N +1 may define the calculation of final 176 diagnostics (the "initialisation", "timestepping", and "finalisation" stages described in [42] ). Given a value of m, we further seek to compute the contraction of the Kth derivative ofĴ against 186 (K − 1) directions, which is given by 187 (2.8) S K = dD K−1 dm .
188
The formulation to follow is simplified by asserting that J is equal to a single component of 
Here each τ 1,n ∈ R Nx,n . These first order tangent-linear equations can be solved via block 215 forward substitution, consistent with the forward causal nature of the first order tangent-linear.
216
The forward model constrained derivative, contracted against a single direction ζ 1 , is (e.g. [31], 217 equation (2.21))
218
(2.13)
Since both the forward and the first order tangent-linear share a forward causal structure, 220 they can be combined into a single model. Define X 1,n ∈ R 2Nx,n with block structure
221
(2.14) X 1,n = x n τ 1,n ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1} ,
222
and new residual functions F 1,n , depending only upon m, X 1,n , and (for n ≥ 1) X 1,n−1 , with 223 block structure
The F 1,n define the forward and first order tangent-linear solutions as an implicit function of the 228 control parameter,X 1,n (m) : M → R 2Nx,n , via
The new combined model shares the causal structure of the originating forward model.
233
The forward model constrained derivative, contracted against a single direction ζ 1 , can now 234 be expressed
where e 2,N +1 ∈ R 2Nx has block structure 237 (2.18) e 2,N +1 = z 1,N +1 e 1,N +1 , 238 where z 1,N +1 is a zero vector of length N x,N +1 . 239 2.5. Kth order derivative, contracted against K directions. The procedure consid-240 ered in the preceding subsection can be now applied inductively to any order K ≥ 2. Consider,
Here τ K,n ∈ R 2 K−1 Nx,n . For K = 2 the F K−1,n and X K−1,n are as defined in the preceding 246 subsection, and otherwise they are defined inductively below. These equations can be solved via 247 block forward substitution, and hence are of forward causal nature.
248
Define X K,n ∈ R 2 K Nx,n , with block structure 249 (2.20)
X K,n = X K−1,n τ K,n ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N + 1} .
250
Define new functions F K,n , depending only upon m, X K,n , and (for n ≥ 1) X K,n−1 , with block
The F K,n define the solution to the forward and all tangent-linears up to and including order K 257 as an implicit function of the control parameter,X K,n (m) : M → R 2 K Nx,n , via 258 F K,0 X K,0 (m) , m = 0 ∀m ∈ M, (2.22a) 259 F K,n X K,n−1 (m) ,X K,n (m) , m = 0 ∀m ∈ M, n ∈ {1, . . . , N + 1} .
(2.22b)
261
The new combined model still shares the causal structure of the originating forward model.
262
The Kth order forward model constrained derivative, contracted against K directions ζ k ∈ 263 R Nm for k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, can now be expressed as
where z K,N +1 is a zero vector of length 2 K−1 N x,N +1 .
268
If two or more directions ζ i are equal then there is some redundancy in the above, with 2, the adjoint equations
where each λ K,n ∈ R 2 K−1 Nx,n . These combine the solution of adjoint equations of order up to 277 and including order K. Since they can be solved via block backward substitution, they are of 278 reverse causal nature.
279
The Kth order forward model constrained derivative, contracted against (K − 1) directions,
282
Note that, for K = 2, the above approach forms adjoint equations associated with the 283 forward and first order tangent-linear equations. This contrasts with the generation of tangent-284 linear equations associated with first order adjoint equations, for example as described in [20, 37] .
285
See chapter 3 of [45] for a relevant discussion. The key elements required in the definition of equations are specified in the abstract base 
for τ x if m corresponds to y itself, and
for τ x if y is distinct from m. The values of associated tangent-linear variables τ x and τ y are 376 stored in the dictionary-like container object tlm map. Note that if y is "static" (see section 3.4) 377 and distinct from m, then it is known that τ y = 0.
378
Crucially, since the result returned by the tangent linear method is itself an Equation
379
object, adjoint information, and higher order tangent-linear information, can now be derived. ically. This is facilitated by the appropriate declaration of "static" data, that are known to be 476 fixed for the duration of the model (e.g. as for the function represented by F in the preceding 477 example 
507
Data corresponding to the degrees of freedom of discrete functions are stored in a checkpoint.
508
All data associated with discrete function spaces are fully stored in memory. By default disk 509 checkpoints are stored using the HDF5 library [52] using h5py (https://www.h5py.org/), with 510 MPI parallelisation achieved using the MPI functionality supplied with h5py.
511
The version of dolfin-adjoint described in [16] also supports checkpointing using the approach 512 of [29], and the syntax for the configuration of the checkpointing strategy described here mirrors 513 since here tangent-linear equations are treated on an equal footing to forward equations, this 515 allows tlm adjoint to apply offline multi-stage checkpointing in higher order adjoint calculations.
516
Note that it is not assumed that each forward model block consists of precisely the same set 517 of equations. As forward equations are processed dynamically at runtime it is not known what 518 data consitute a checkpoint at the point in the code execution at which a checkpoint should 519 be stored. This is resolved in tlm adjoint by deferring the storage of data associated with a 520 checkpoint until all equations depending on data to be stored in the checkpoint have been solved. where existence of such anm is assumed, and where P 2 is some appropriate subset of P 1 . Differentiating the latter yields 551 (4.6) dK dp = ∂K ∂m dm dp + ∂K ∂p .
(4.7) dK dp where T n ∈ V is the discrete solution at t = n∆t, with N ∆t = τ and N a positive integer. Here
is a finite element discrete function 584 space consisting of functions which vanish at x = 0. Ψ is a discrete approximation for a stream 585 function. T 1 is in a discrete function space, and is defined so that is takes the value T D at x = 0, 586 where T D is a discrete approximation for a Dirichlet boundary condition applied on the x = 0 587 boundary. boundary condition T D is to be treated in the following as a control parameter with respect to 607 which derivatives are to be taken. This requires the ability to compute derivative information 608 associated with an essential Dirichlet boundary condition. First, equation (4.9) is re-written The optimality constrained derivative of K with respect to the diffusivity, subject to the 650 constraint that the optimisation problem is solved, is shown on the right of figure 4.2. This is 651 a value of the optimality constrained derivative dK/dp. Note that the L 2 norm of the inverted The problem is discretised in space using a continuous Galerkin finite element discretisation.
740
The domain is partitioned into a "cross" mesh constructed using FEniCS, consisting of a 20 × 20 741 grid of square cells, each divided into 4 isosceles triangles by dividing each cell with corner-to-742 corner diagonals. h is discretised as a P 1 function, i.e. it is linear within each triangle and globally Fig. 4(d) ), but examination will show that the speed here 766 is lower than that of [25] by ∼ 23-25 m a −1 . This is due to the fact those authors use a higher adjoint equations -an analogous performance benefit to that described in [16] . 805 To test the use the binomial checkpointing strategy described in [29] , a further test with a 806 higher resolution "cross" mesh constructed using FEniCS from a 40 × 40 grid of square cells, 807 and with 600 timesteps over the 10 a interval, is performed. The functional (4.22) is modified 808 so that mismatch terms are added for timesteps 300, 360, 420, 480, 540, and 600. A maximum 809 of 14 disk checkpoints are permitted, which is the smallest number of permitted checkpoints 810 associated with a maximal rerun of 3 (i.e. so that no timestep is run more than 4 times in total).
811
All checkpoints are stored using HDF5. Other details are as in the previous test. The forward 812 calculation (with no annotation and storage) has a mean runtime of 865.298 s. The second 813 order adjoint calculation has a mean runtime of 5268.791 s, which is 6.089 times the forward 814 calculation runtime. Note that for this checkpointing configuration, including the initial forward 815 calculation and all required forward rerunning, a total of 2264 forward timesteps are taken (see 816 [29], equation (3)). tegrates with and makes use of the FEniCS system, its applications may inherit limitations of 845 the FEniCS system itself. For example it may be impossible or inefficient to implement a limiter 846 scheme using the Unified Form Language. This is addressed to a degree by the simple "escape 847 hatch" interface provided by tlm adjoint, which enables the definition of custom equations and 848 the specification of custom defined derivative information. In principle it may be possible to 849 integrate tlm adjoint with a source-to-source algorithmic differentiation tool to facilitate the 850 definition of such custom equations -such an extension is left for future work.
851
The primary focus has been on the use of tlm adjoint with the FEniCS system. However The principal focus of this article has been on the calculation of partial differential equation
